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Executive
Summary

To get a post-pandemic assessment of women in STEM + careers, Gotara
surveyed more than 13,000 members across 160 countries as well as non-
members for our first half of 2022 Gotara REACH Report. Contrary to
popular belief, the Gotara REACH Report captures that when it comes to the
STEM + workplace in a post-pandemic world, women’s reasons for wanting
to leave are not primarily about compensation, benefits, or struggling to
balance work and family life.
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Surprising post-pandemic results for
women in STEM + 

The REACH Report also captures that the Great Resignation is far from over
for women in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics careers,
with 50 percent of STEM + women ready to quit their jobs. 
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50%

STEM + women aren’t just
ready to leave, over half
are ready to leave soon

Hearing that 50 percent of women in STEM +
careers are ready to join the Great Resignation
is hard. Hearing that more than half of those
are aiming to leave within three months is
terrifying. It might be easy to point a finger at
non-supportive managers, named as the top
reason STEM + women are quitting. But, it is
time to take a long, hard look at why
discriminatory management practices still
exist in our workplaces, unintended or
otherwise. 
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The women in our survey averaged more than 13 years of experience. A mass
exodus of 50 percent of these STEM + women, not only results in a “brain drain” of
expertise and institutional knowledge, but also a talent vacuum that undermines
diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) efforts. Can we create genuinely inclusive
company cultures to fix the “leaky pipeline” and benefit both women and
businesses? 
 
The good news is, yes! We are beginning to see unique approaches that can
reverse the trend and see positive impacts in as few as eight weeks.

0-3 months (56%)

of women in STEM +
careers ready to join
Great Resignation  

next year (28%)

before end of 
the year (16%)
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What is the REACH REPORT?  

At Gotara, we always think about what makes a good and successful leader. Our
team has over 100+ years of combined working experience as women in STEM +
leadership positions at companies like Amazon, General Electric, Nielsen, Hub
International, Hersheys, Pfizer, and more. We call our report “REACH” to help
organizations identify the core skills that we believe are key to success in a digital
information age in which products are launched fast and markets whipsaw. 
In other words, women in STEM + careers and those who employ them must be
willing to “REACH” to grow.  

The Gotara REACH Report is produced twice
yearly: a mid-year report in June and another
in January. Both reports are designed to help
employers of STEM + women explore various
aspects of talent trends, root causes of
attrition, and approaches to improve retention
while accelerating women’s careers and
creating a leadership pipeline. Explore more
about what REACH means in our inaugural
issue, where we interviewed six “supernova”
STEM + stars to get their best advice

R Empower and support women to take RISKS
and allow them to fail forward

E EMPATHIZE with women to understand them and discover
robust steps to grow their career

A Use data ANALYTICS to change the culture 

C Improve COMMUNICATION with the organization and
support managers to drive transparency and openness

H Feed their HUNGER and passion to succeed
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Deep Dive on the Data: Brace for Immediate and
Continued Resignations of STEM + Women 

According to the Gotara Reach Report, 50 percent of those surveyed said they are
planning to leave their job, with 56 percent of these women indicating they plan to
go in 0 to 3 months, 15 percent before the end of the year, and 28 percent next year.
Even before the pandemic, Gotara found that up to 40 percent of STEM + women quit
within 5 to 7 years after launching their careers, compared to the 23 percent attrition
rate of men. When women in STEM + leave, a company’s intellectual property also
goes, slowing innovation, dulling competitive edge, and dampening top-line growth
and margins.  
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Why STEM + Women Want to Quit and the Impact  

The primary reasons women report wanting to leave their jobs? Top of the list is
non-supportive managers (27%). However, we cannot blame managers if they are
not properly trained. Other reasons women are ready to leave? Lack of opportunities
for promotion (18%) and a tie between lack of recognition (12%) and lack of
communication (12%). Additional reasons reported were not having remote work
opportunities (10%), being overworked (9%), not being heard (6%), and having low or
non-competitive compensation (6%).  
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27%

Top real reason

Non-supportive manager

#ICYMI it's not their fault

18% 12% 12%

10% 9% 6%

Contrary to popular
belief that women
leave because of

Compensation 
Benefits 
Work/life balance

Lack of
opportunities for

promotion

Lack of 
recognition

Lack of 
communication

Other Reasons she’s leaving 

No remote work
opportunities

Overworked Not being heard

6%

low or non-
competitive

compensation
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54%

100%

negative impact on finances
28%

13%

Being Unhappy and Wanting to Quit Negatively
Impacts Life   

By the end of 2021, many American adults found themselves in the worst mental
state in years. According to the US Census Bureau, 47 percent of adults reported
anxiety symptoms, 39 percent reported symptoms of depression, and 1 in 5 adults
disclosed suffering from a mental illness. The stress of being unhappy in her job and
wanting to quit causes, a tremendous burden that extends into virtually every
aspect of her life. Our research found that 100% of women preparing to leave
reported that their primary reasons for leaving negatively impacted their life,
including a negative impact on mental health (54%), finances (28%) and the
relationship with their children (13%). 
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reported primary reasons for leaving job
negatively impacted their life 

negative impact on mental health 

negative impact on relationship with children

Women are Highly Impacted Just Like Employers
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DEI Culture Also has an Impact on Women
Leaving

Thirty-six percent of those women wanting to quit their jobs rated their
company’s efforts to hire, retain, and accelerate careers of STEM + women as
“poor to very poor.” Ninety-nine percent of those considering leaving said senior
management at their company does not genuinely engage in diversity and
inclusion efforts that led to positive outcomes, with 69 percent indicating that
they do not have allyship initiatives. Those preparing to leave overwhelmingly
rated their company’s culture as authoritative, not collaborative.  

69%99% 36%

poor to very poor
effort to hire, retain,

and accelerate careers
of STEM + women

of senior management
does not always truly

engage in diversity and
inclusion efforts that lead

to positive outcomes

do not have 
allyship initiatives

Diversity Equity & Inclusion
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In 2021, a record 48 million people (about twice the population of Texas) quit their
jobs, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. This phenomenon became
known as the Great Resignation. Throughout the pandemic, women were at the
forefront of the Great Resignation, with payroll provider Gusto finding that the quit
rate for all women was 1.1 percentage points higher than men. When it comes to
women in STEM +, research shows that even before the pandemic, women had the
highest attrition demographics amongst STEM professionals at 40 percent, almost
double that of men.  

Why Losing Your STEM + Women Matters: Much is
at Stake  

What else is lost? 

Top line growth 
Bottom line savings
Intellectual property 
Competitiveness 
Morale 

Employers lose a
whopping $300K every
time a woman in STEM +
walks out the door
resulting in a loss of
$9B to U.S. employers
alone. 
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The impact of an abysmal post-pandemic attrition rate of 50 percent is
unimaginable. Measuring an attrition tsunami’s impact on morale and culture is
hard. Still, it is guaranteed to be immediately felt in top-line growth and bottom-line
savings, not to mention stifling future innovation, competitiveness, and revenue.  

According to the Harvard Business Review, companies with more women in senior
positions are not only more profitable and more socially responsible, but also more
open to change, embrace transformation while seeking to reduce the risks
associated with it, and more focused on R&D, In addition, the research ultimately
suggests that including more women in executive decision-making as part of the
management team may lead firms to consider a wider variety of value creation
strategies. 

As the economy has drastically changed
just in the last month, where many
companies have started to talk about
layoffs, cost reductions, and preparing for
a possible recession, many companies
might push DEI and retention efforts to the
back burner. But history shows that tough
economic times are the exact time that
companies can thrive and differentiate
themselves in the marketplace. For
example, Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard, and
Electronic Arts were started during
recessions. More recently after the 2008
financial crisis, some of the biggest
household names were born, like Airbnb,
Netflix, Slack, and Uber. Emerging from the
COVID-19 pandemic and now a tough
economy, companies will need to focus
on retaining their best talent more than
ever. This is the time when organizations
should invest in people and innovation to
get ahead of their competition.  

When great STEM + employees are so hard to find, no one can afford to lose out on
40 to 50 percent of the available women workforce. In the current market downturn,
it is even more important for businesses to keep their best talent and develop a
reputation as a place where great employees, all of them, thrive.  
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So how do you decrease costly attrition? The truth lies in what employees who are
leaving are not telling you.  
 
Gotara has analyzed thousands of questions, skills, challenges, and customer data
on our AI/ML career growth platform. We understand what STEM + women really
want from their employers to stay and grow in their careers.  
 
Spoiler alert: What women say they want and what they get are worlds apart.

Stopping the Leaky Attrition Funnel: Look at
the Data, Know the Behaviors  
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What STEM + Women WANT VS WHAT THEY ARE
GETTING
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Let’s dig into the details. Where women continue to be vastly underrepresented, for
example, in areas like engineering (15%), computing (25%) and physical sciences
(40%), Gotara found that 53 percent of women do not always feel empowered to
recruit women into their organizations. In fact, 26 percent “rarely to never” feel
empowered to recruit women into their organization. And shockingly, 81 percent of
women in STEM + jobs reported that they do not always feel valued in their
contributions at work, and 77 percent said they do not always feel included at
work.  

do not always feel they
are OPPORTUNITIES
TO GROW

do not always
feel VALUED in
their work
contributions 

do not always feel
INFORMED

81%
do not always feel

INCLUDED 

do not always feel
CONNECTED

do not always feel
valued for

CONTRIBUTIONS 

do not always feel 
 EMPOWERED TO
RECRUIT WOMEN

79% 79%

77%

77%

76%

53%

The keys to success are understanding why women want to leave, how
the organization is doing, and having an action plan with the right KPI‘s
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Employers have an opportunity to break the cycle of attrition. And many
organizations have found ways to be genuinely supportive and inclusive.  

Employers must collect data on actual behaviors to find the genuine answer to
the leaky attrition faucet. Exit interviews do not work. We know most employees
do not share why they are leaving as they do not want to burn bridges or are
simply uncomfortable sharing the truth of their situation. Answers are also not
found in surveys because they rarely reflect actual attrition behavior. While exit
interviews and surveys are standard approaches to understanding attrition,
employers are often left with common and often superficial causes like
compensation and new job scope.  

Employers also may not find the
answers in DEI programs if
programs do not include Return on
Investment (ROI) metrics that
reflect the impact of DEI efforts.  

Without an actionable plan to support STEM + women and create improved allyship
programs and supportive environments with measurable KPIs (Key Performance
Indicators) in these areas, women in STEM + will continue to join the Great
Resignation.  

employees deliver innovation, top-line growth, and bottom-line goals. Focusing
on creating measurable positive impact for the individual, corporate culture,
and management is how we know we have built a high-performing organization
where people want to stay and thrive and recruit others.  

Start with Behavorial Data to Break the Cycle

Hence, it is hard for employers to
address the root causes of attrition.
To get accurate data behind
resignations, employers may need
to enlist an outside channel that
provides a safe, confidential space
for these women to express what is
really going on.
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To deliver the action and impact, organizations must demand bold leadership that
steps outside the traditional boundaries of measuring results in qualitative terms in
favor of measuring demonstrated results. In today's world, the old approach of
leadership development and providing only qualitative measures of impact will not
fly. For the investment in talent to move from discretionary budget to critical
business budget, it must impact the top and bottom line directly. 

Also, measuring ROI longer-term in talent development is more challenging as
talent moves around much faster today than in the era of baby boomers. It is easier
for all parties to measure in shorter time intervals that businesses and individuals
can feel sooner rather than later. And for the millennials and others, career
development must be looked at in shorter sprints--broken down into bite-size
chunks like sprints in the tech field to feel and measure the impact of their goals. If
we want to succeed in retaining and growing talent, we must revamp our approach,
whether it is about empowering individuals, changing the culture, or measuring ROI.  

It Takes Bold Leadership  
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To get to the bottom of the attrition issues, we should ask the five whys, just like in
Lean Six Sigma, when trying to get to the root cause. Here is an example: 

1. Why did Amita resign? 
Amita left because she said she did not
feel valued. 

2. Why did Amita not feel
valued? 
Because she did not get recognition
beyond her immediate team.

3. Why did she not get
recognition beyond her
immediate team? 
Because no one outside her team
knew her or the value she delivered.

4. Why did people not know
Amita and the value she
delivered? 
Because her manager was the one to
always present to stakeholders and
executives.

5. Why was the manager
always the one to present? 
The manager was new and did not
understand the importance of giving
visibility to the team members.
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We must catch these issues just-in-time to address them right away, or the
opportunity is lost. Catching the issues before someone resigns requires a safe
space for women to express the reality of the hurdles they face. This requires bold
leadership in three critical areas: 

Individual empowerment:                                                                
 Understanding what it means to empower
talented women in our organizations is
critical. Individual empowerment at the
nanoscale is vital, like handing over the reins
of running team meetings, giving a woman
the responsibility for the next executive
presentation or assigning a lead role for a
critical high-visibility project for a customer.
Individual empowerment will help the women
feel more valued, be more visible, and grow
their leadership skills. The STEM + women then
can spiral up to more significant leadership
roles in the organization, which gives them the
power to role model so others can follow. We
need these leaders today when there is such
a shortage of tech talent, not 50 years from
now. Instead of simply saying, “women in our
organization are empowered,” we should
show by example what empowerment means
and what it looks like in practice. We believe
empowering individuals can change the
retention dynamics in the marketplace. We
should learn from and celebrate the
organizations aggressively working on
empowerment. 

We should show by example what empowerment
means and what it looks like in practice.
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                                         It might be easy to
blame managers, but it is not entirely their
fault when organizations lack manager
upskilling programs, or the culture
continues to ignore unchecked
discriminatory behaviors. While serious
commitments are being made to help
managers become more aware of DEI
efforts, many managers don’t know where
to begin or how to become an agent of
change. They also don’t always know their
power to advocate for others and how it
cultivates inclusion. Creating a culture of
allyship means training managers and
rewarding them for advocating for,
coaching, and mentoring others. Not only
will this help those they manage, but it
also raises the bar for the managers
themselves. 

Allyship culture: 

                                         Organizations
can’t manage what they do not
measure. In today’s data-driven
world, it is vital to understand how
actions we take impact retention,
promotion, movement, and
productivity. Identifying KPI metrics
that directly impact the above
measurements accompanied by
success anecdotes is critical.

Quantitative ROI: 
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Investing in attracting, retaining and growing women in STEM + fields can
create a competitive advantage for organizations at a fraction of the expense
of dealing with attrition. And, your programs can demonstrate success using
ROI measures.  

Conclusion: Reap the Rewards with Retention
and a Growth Mindset  

There has been no better time for women to take leadership roles in STEM +
fields than now. Research has shown women make great candidates for
leadership roles, especially if they already have a great track record of
delivering results. Therefore, we should be doing everything to retain talented
women in STEM + to create a pipeline of capable leaders.  

In summary, we need diversity of thought in business that women bring to the
table. In critical times and downturns, necessary investments in DEI with
measurable ROI cannot be discretionary if we want a competitive edge.
Investing in the right areas will pay huge dividends in the future, akin to
organizations that invested during the 2008 crash and came out ahead.  
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At Gotara, we are on a mission to “stem” the tide of talented STEM + women who
walk away from careers they once loved. 
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A word from our founder and CEO 

Helping STEM + women reach for the stars   

In today’s world, many women in traditional
men-dominated fields still face challenges,
from harassment down to unintentional
micro-aggressions like withholding
information or failing to support and promote
women appropriately. Women in STEM are no
exception, but with their skills in such demand,
they do not need to stay where they do not
feel welcome, valued, and supported. Gotara
understands because we have been in the
same troubled and often unwelcoming
waters, but we have managed to ride the
wave. We want to take what we learned to
help STEM + women and the businesses that
need them. 

Our focus is on helping STEM + women stay and thrive in their careers by
partnering with employers to mentor, coach, and upskill a pipeline of leaders
through nanolearning. 

As a C-suite STEM + leader, I managed global teams of 5,000+, so I know firsthand
what happens when these women leave. Like many of you, I have had to wrangle
with the disrupted productivity and reduced morale, expertise, and institutional
knowledge that goes when a highly qualified team member walks out the door. 

We can help you fend off the dampening of intellectual curiosity and creativity
when teams lose the diverse minds that spark innovation. 

– D. SANGEETA, PHD,
FOUNDER, AND CEO OF GOTARA
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Warm regards,  

D SANGEETA, PH.D.
FOUNDER, AND CEO OF GOTARA
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REQUEST A DEMO
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Ready to start attracting, retaining, and accelerating
women's STEM + careers to your organization?  

Ready to use data to truly measure ROI and lead the
industry in reimagining how you grow and retain your STEM
+ talent? 

Ready to join a community to receive trusted confidential
career advice?

Want to listen to inspiring women in STEM + offer the best
career advice to supercharge STEM + careers. 

Want to become a STEM + career advisor to support other
women in STEM + with advice? 
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Ready to make a positive impact in just 8 weeks?  

info@gotara.com

Our STAR Program Customers

SKYHIGH 
SECURITY
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